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THE NEW GATT ROUND AND THE FUTURE OF WORLD TRADE
At a time when world trade is emerging from one of the most significant slowdowns of the last fifty years, one oberves an evident trend toward economic development in the industrialized nations of the West. This
economic development is of great importance - particularly for the less developed nations, tor such a development is going to accelerace investments
which in turn will increase the export revenues of the underdeveloped countries and ensure an inflow of foreign exhange. The actual belief in mest
of these countries is along the lines that as a result of the continuous increases in product prices, there will be the same degree of rise in their export
revenues. lndeed, the sudden drops in commodity prices observed in the
industrialized nations deprived the underdeveloped nations of their foreign exchange incc;>me, and it has left_a number or countries in a situation
where they have become unable to cover their foreign trade deficits or pay
off their foreign debts. Another development in world trade which might
he regarded as interesting is the beginnings of a reappearance of stability
in commodity prices, after a two-year'decline. This increase in the real inceme of the industr ialized nations is undoubtedly a great opportunity for
the less developed nations to cover their foreign trade deficits. Nevertheless, what are the apportunities of the developing countries to take advantage of this opportunity, and what has to be done between now and the
1990's? By this we mean that it is only under such conditions that the underdeveloped countries can increase their exports and this pay off their
debts .
. Between 1975 and 1979, world trade appears to have grown at a rate
of 5%. in 1980 - 1981, this rate dropped to 1.5%. and that in 1982 - 1983
it was approximately O. One also observes that 1984 world trade again
began to expand: in dollar terms, world trade grew 6.2% in 1984. According
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to figures available for the first six months of 1985, there appears to have
been another contraction during the first halt of the yeer, a temporary 3.6%
decline having been determined in 1985 as ccmpared to the first six months
of 1984.
·
As _you will recall, the oil crisis of 1973 - 1974 left quite a few oitimporting countries in a difficult position and it had an adverse effect on
these countries foreign trade balances. in addition, the oil crisis cast every
country into a sea of inflation. Asa result of this, many industrialized nations made their foreign trade regimes more flexible, and they temporarily
lifted the restrictions which they had imp.osed on imports. in 1975 however, there was a turnabout away from this liberalization of world trade, and
it was then that the period of "New Protectionism", noted for its non-tariff
barriers, began. 1 our opinion, the basic reason for this is the fact that the
most serious depression in world trade since the 1930's was being experienced at this time.
At the Tokyo Raund (1979 -1985), the previous negotiations on the
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), the matter of this "New
Protectionism" was taken up, and new codes were produced to regulate
Non-Tariff Barriers and put timits on them. Unfortunately these new codes
were unable to prevent the emergence of new Non-Tariff Barriers. (Salvatore, s.) From this we see that while "Protectionism" appeared as. a result
· ofa slowdown in world trade, the "Protectionism" didin't go away when
the slowdown came to an end. Apparently the newest and most important
development in world trade is this "New Protectionism", and this type of
protectionism is going to ccntinue for many years to come. At this point,
1 would like to dwell briefly on three important matters which will effect the
future of world trade and of the developing nations.
.
- First of all, one should give consideration to the decline in oil prices
and its effects upon world trade and the competitive strength of .countries
in markets abroad. For example, developıng countries such as Turkey ought
to take advantage of these developments in oil prices; if they don't, they
may lose not only their competitive strength but also their foreign markets.
As is known, the ability to compete in world markets is closely related to
one's costs and prices. For this reason, this decline is qil prices secures
major advantages for countries like Turkey the prime costs of whose marketing and production are high.
- The second important debating point is the loss in the value of the
dallar and what the new foreign trade policy of the United States in going
to be in 1987 and subsequent years. For example, an overvalued dallar
implies a 20-30% tax on the exports or the same degree of subsidy on
the imports which the United '8tates makes. On the other hand, a devaluation in the dallar is an indication that the exports of the US and of the Western world conducted on the basis of American dollars may become even
more difficult ·in the future. Under the circumstances, consid~ration should be given to new export incentives which will be of assistance to the
marketing activities of exporters but which will not run afoul of GATT.
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- The third subject is concerned with the new and rapidly appearing
technoloqical changes and developments. The most important point in this
matter is Turkey's lack of an industrial and technological infrastructure.
First and foremost, an industrial base is necessary which will be capable
of mass and standard production. Failing this, it will hot be possible to meet the demand coming. from the US and other industrialized countries.
Now with your permission, lwould like to dwell briefly upon two important matters which coııld affect world trade during the 'period stretching
from 1987 to 1990. The first of these are the "New GATT Round" which
began in the fail of 1986, and the MUlti-Fiber Agreement (MFA) which was
renewed in 1986. Our esteemed friend, the famous American scholar Professor Hans B.Thorelli referred to the GATT after the Tokyo as the "Magna Charta of lnternational Trade", and spoke in praise of GATT's operati. on. lndeed, at the GATT negotiations (which included 90% of international trade), some very important steps were taken on the matter of liberalizing world trade. Condilucted in seven separate rounds, these negotiati.;
ons have brought new dimensions to world trade. in the new. GATT negotiations, which have been styled the "Growth Round", "Non-Tarif Barrlers"
(and especially "Orderly Marketing Arrangem.ents"), "Voluntar y Export
Restraints", and the mater of the "New Protectionism" will be taken up,
and work will be conducted on the liberalization of trade in such sectors
as agriculture, steel, and textiles. in brief, the basi goal of ttiis round is
to bring world trade more comprehensively under the scope of GATT. At
the same tim~, it is also intended to eliminate the su~sidies which are given to exports. GATT's "Most Favored Nation" principle is also likely to
be applied with conditions henceforth. Anöther important point to be dealt
with in these negotiations is alsa concerned with the balance of payments.
Countries which have foreign trade surpluses and countries like Turkey
which have deficits with them will not be subjecf to the same treatment.
During the new GATT negotiations, what sort of concessions need to be
granted to countries with foreign trade deficits, and what sort of corcessions are to be received in return for them? The foreign debt burdens of de~
veloping countries like Turkey are also on the agenda for the new GATT
negotiations. As may be known, Turkey's foreign debt burden in 1989 is
expected to reach US 129 trillion. These developments are going to have
an important role in the setting of the foreign trade policies which our co- ·
untry will be following in the period ahead.
Despite ali these positive developments, it should not be expecteded
that the GATT negotiations are g9ing to eliminate protectionism (quotas,
ete.) or that it will bring freedom to world trade in the near future. One agreement which conflicts with GATT is the Multı-Fiber Agreement, which
we shall cali MFA for short. By means of this international texiile agreement, which was renewed this summer, such major importing countries
as the US have imposed great restrictions on the textile trade. Thus where it had been expected that MFA would be annulled, it has now been extended until 1991. Turkey is also expected to sign MFA in the near futur~,
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the reason being that henceforth it will not be easy for textile exporting
countries to remain outside .MFA or to act independently. MFA is not going to be an easy thing for Turkey, and the benefits which MFA might be
able to secure for Turkey are another subject for research and study. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that both US and Canadian textile
imports are covered by MFA. For that reason, for countries like Turkey
which wish to export to the US and Canada, there is benefit in being well
acquainted with the MFA rules.

NEW DIMENSIONS iN INTERNATIONAL MARKETiNG AS
WE APPROACH THE 1990'5:
PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL MARKETS
Turkey initiated its opening up to the outside world and its export campaing in 1980, and in the years between 1980 and 1985, it achieved an
annual growth rate of 240/o in its exports. in the previous five-year period
we see that the average increase in exports was 120/o or so. Given Turkey's present infrastructure, this increase in exports ought not to be denigrated. Nevertheless, it is not possible to claim that this increase has
been sufficient, the reason being that Turkey is last among OECD countries in terms of per capita export income and in 1985, its share of total world
exports was only o 39% or so. Though our exports increased up until 1986,
owing to a circumstances slowing down our exports to our two major Middle
Eastern markets - ıran and lraq - during the current year, they have begun
to decline. To date, only 770/o of payments for exp9rts to ıran and lraq (which
previously had been guaranteed by the Central Bank) have been effected,
and it will be necessary to walt a long time for the 200/o balance. This plus
a 30/o fund exaction has put our exporters dealing with these countries in
difficult stralts. As you may recall, in a paper which l submitted ata meeting held with the State Planning Organization during March by Marmara
University, lndicated my opinions on this subject. Stating that should there be any hitches in counter-trade, a decline on Turkey's exports in 1986
will be unavoidable, ı also touched upon the difficulties involved in finding
- in the short term - alternatives to replace the lranian and lraqi markets
worth 12 billion. Now the following question comes to mind: What should
Turkey do now? What markets should it target itself for?
in an ·em pi rical study (paper) on the subject of market selection submitted jointly to the first World Marketing Congress by two scholars, Elke,
J. Kleinschmidt and Robert G. Cooper, the relationship and mutual influence of marketing strategies employed by developing countries and export
performance was examined, and it was shown the export strategy selected did have a direct effect upon the performance achieved. The possible
strategies were examıned from three angles, and were classified as follows:
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1. The Product Adaptation Strategy, in which attention is or is not given to adapting one's products;
2. The Market Segmentation Strategy, in whith attention is or is not
given to dividing up the market;
3. The Market Selection Strategy, in which one expands into world
markets or exports to nelghboring countries.
According to the results of the study, it was noted that those firms which
selected and put into practice the "Product Adaptation" and "Market
Segmentation" strategies were very successful in foreign markets. in addition, it became apparent once more that exportation needed to be taken
up not as a selling activity but as a marketing one. it also became clear
that that as compared with exporting to neighboring countrles, the alternative of expanding into world markets achieved greater increases in exports.
When we examine Turkey's move abrqad in light of these finds, it becomes impossible to assert that sufficienf use has been made in our country
of these,export-inceasing strategies. Since it is necessary to turn towards
countries overseas and open un into new world marketsin order to increase one's exports, what other markets, besides its traditional ones in the
EEC and the Middle East, should Turkey turn to? it is certainly not easy
to examine such countries as Japan (the Far East),.China, the Soviet Union, North Africa, South America, Canada, and the USA individually and
conie to a decision about market selection and by such a decision achieve
continuity in one's exportation. Nevertheless, the research we have conducted on this subject indicates that given a certain amount of time, we
can secure a larger share in most of these markets, but that this is a longterm affair. Thus, if priority is to be given to overseas markets, we see that
today, -that prlority must be given - notwithstandirig ati the difficulties - to
the United States. For that reason, in this paper we shall dwetl rather more on the US, which is for usa new and rich Western market, but at the
same time, we shall also touch brlefly upon other markets and various products which might have export potential. First of ati, the wealthiest markets are the Western markets, and especialfy the United States. The statement is made that the Western markets - and the United States - have
become saturated, and that for this reason, it is difficult to enter them. First
of all, the Western markets are not saturated: according to one statement
from GATT, the Western market has been growing annually by about four
to five percent. For example, a 6% growth in US imports, which in 1985
were worth $ 359 billion, means $ 21.5 billion worth of new opportunities.
A 3.9% growth in Great Britain's $ 109 billion in imports implies $ 4.2 billion in additional onportunities. (Dünya, 5 April 1986)
Table 1 shows imports by countries of the world in 1985, changes in
their:markets, and Turkey's share of those markets.
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Table· 1
World lmports (CiF) and Turkey's Market Share
1985 lmports
(x $1 Billlon)

Country
USA
West Germany
Japan
Great Britain
France
ltaly
Can ada
USSA
Netherlands
Belgium-Luxembourg

o/o Change Turkey's Exports o/o Turkey's
1x $ 1 (Bllllon) Market Share
84 - 85
6.0
3.5

359
157

-5.1

129
109
106
90
82
79
65
55

3.9
2.6
7.3
7.1

-0.9
4.0
0.1

50
1391
43
539
215
. 502
21
190
213
162

0.01
0.89
0.03
0,49

o.2o

0.56 '
0.03
0.24
0.33
0.29

Source: GATT, "lnternational Trade in 1955" and Current.Praspects from
General Tariffs and Trade", wifh --changes.
Table 1 shows us how miniscule Turkey's export figures are when compared with the dimension of the markets in the Western countri'es, and how
minor a market share our country has in Western markets.
in as much as the ability to grab a larger share of these markets will
necessitate more serious and consistent research from now on, we have
developed a market selection framework. This framevork shows the role
which an information bank, that ·is an accumulation of knowledge, can have on export strategles, and has been presented in Appendix 1.
ı

US Market-Related lnformation and Other
Export-lncreaslng Measures
1 would like now to mention to you of a new - and very large - market,
the United States. As you are aware, commercial relations between the
United States and Turkey are ·çonducted on free foreign currency basis.
When we examine the course of commercial relations between· the two countries, we note that the volume o·f trade has heen in a state of constant
expansion since 1978. At the end of 1985, the volume of foreign trade between the two countries had reached a record level of $1.9 billion. Nevertheless, in 1985 there was a $649 million dollar trade deficit between Turkey and the United States, and this was to Turkey's disfavor. Moreover,
Turkey is among the top ten countries with which the United States has
a trade sur.plus. in 1984, this deficit was larger: $785 million. On the other
hand, if we look at commercial relations in 1985 West Germany, one of
the countries of the EEC, we note that Turkey had a $22 million dallar trade surplus. Today the US is the world's biggest buyer and market, and
it can offer new market oppertunities for developing countries like ourselves. in order to take advantage of these opportunities, exporters need to
be well acquainted with US commercial law and its Customs regulations. in
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addition, exporters are alsa forced to identify the right buyers and be famillar with the ways of getting in touch with them. Asa result of entering·
into a elese cooperation and relationship with the customer, the exporter
can become informed about suc·h matters as packaging, labelling, and invoicing, and in addition about market divisions and products. in brief, an
exporter on the US market has first of all got to find himself a partner: without cooperation with a legal entrepreneur it is quite difficult to be successful on the US market.
Although the US importation regime is based primarily upon a principle of freedom, in some cases there is alsa a requirement to obtain a
license for certain products. Al articles imported into the United States unless granted special dispensation - are subject to Costams duty. Customs duty is imposed on an "ad valorem" basis - that is, on its value and it amount of duty is imposed asa "specific" tax ora "composite" tax
consisting ofa compounding of these. The Customs .duty rates vary according to whether the country is one of the "Mest Favored Nations" (MFN)
or not. Our country for the time being enjoys this status, and tor that reason, goods of Turkish origin are subjacted to a lower rate of duty. However there is a possibility that the new GATI negotiations are going to change
this.
Another practice concerning imports in the United States is the
"dumping" tax, which is collected pursuant to the "Anti-Dumping Law".
The amount of the tax is determined on the basis of the normal sales price
of the gcods on foreign markets and the sales price in the Uııited States.
Similarly, in the· event it is determined that payments such as premiums,
bonuses, and the like are made to importers for goods. to be imported into
the United States, recourse may be had to the imposition ofa compensatory tax known as a "Countervailing duty". (Elitek, p. 18 ff.)
1dont't want to take up more of your time or bore you with such theoretical information. For that reason, 1want to offer a number of examples
and dwell on measures which will increase exports in new markets like
that of the United States. First of all, 1shall touch on problems related to
exports of textiles and ready - to wear garments.
As is known, an attempt is made - within the framework of the international Multi-Fiber Agreement (MFA) - by the US to control imports of textiles and clothing through voluntary export restrainst with the consent of the
exporting country, or where this is not possible, though quotes unilaterally
imposed by the US administration. As -of 1985, the imports controlled in
the manner just described accounted for about 60 to 70% of the US's total imports.
Of the 120 cetegories covered by MFA, the United States only has
quotas on 1O. Until quite recently in fart the number of quota items was
8; it has risen to 1O with the addition of bathro!Jes and acrylic yam. The
implication then is that there are 11 O categories on which the US has not
imposed quotas tor Turkey, Nevertheless, quite a few of the remaining categories involve wool and articles made from wool. Similarly in the case
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ot g0me categories, we find items made from synth
etics, silk, or linen. The
area in which Turke y is strongest however is
cottons, and that is where
the auotas restrict Turke y's exports. At the mom
ent it is only in the case
of men s t-shirts that quota s have been abolished,
and the reason tor that
is that last year we were only able to meet 1/4
of the dema nd. Right now,
we could walk right into the US mark et with produ
cts which consisted of
more than 50% synthetics. Altho ugh it is not easy
to take parti n this market rlivision, a numb er of our firms (in produ cts
such as camisoles) have
triea this route and they have entered the US
market. On the other hand,
there are are aleo a numb er of firms with which
1 am quite familiar who
have failed to grab a share of this mark et - beca
use they maintained standards and prices in their synth etic fabric~ which
were too high. (The reason was that the price and quali ty of the good
s addressed one market division while the fabrics addressed another.) Thes
e quota s have of course
resulted in a defin ite mark et loss on the part of
some garm ent exporters,
and right now, the situation far an expo rter wishi
ng to expo rt is everi worse, the reason being that having imposed quota
s on synthetic (acrylic) yam,
the US is likely quite soon to impo se them on
synthetic fabrics and clothing. Those firms who act fast and are able to
find a mark et are ttıe önes
who are going to come out of this business
still in the black.
Unde r these conditons, Turke y is obliged to tu·rn
to wool and woolens
and/or to linens in order to be able to enter the
US textile market. The problem is that Turke y'a present circu msta nçes da
not permit this. in that case, consideration should be given to the impo
rtation of wool, and to make
this importation rational we should bring about
a situation of "Cou nter Tra-·
de", that is, a mutu al exch ange of goods. in this
way, it migh t be possible
tor us to increase our presently less than 1% share
of the US market a
bit more. Anoth er categ ory of good s on the US
market which is not subject to quota s is leath er garments. There is a huge
expo rt potential in this
business. However most of he time the raw hides
for this industry are imported, and this leads to a numb er of delays and probl
ems in exportation. For
industries such as these it is assential to make
export-related importation
easier. (in a conm uique issued on 7 April 1986
, imports of this nature are
enconraged: authorization is granted tor the
duty-free impo rtatio n for up
to 80% of exports.) The EEC market is outsid
e our subject for today. Nevertheless, it is,a fact that Turke y doesn 't sell woole
ns to the EEC countries either, and most of the time' it only does job-lo
t work. From these discussions we can see that we must turn towar
ds the categ ories on which
the US has not yet imposed quotas, and that
it is these categ ories wtıose
exports need priority encouragement. Particularly
we should be promoting
exports in those categ ories in which Turke y's
mark et share is small and
where it appears weak, and our products shou
ld be given a chance to grab
a share of the mark et witho ut delay, the reaso
n being that countries like
the Unite d States which impo rt in large quan tities
will be impo sing qu0tas
on such categ ories in a falrly short time. As
1 have alrea dy indica ted in
quite a few articles and speeches, priori ty shou
ld be given to certain sec-
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tors and products in the new incentives package which the goverriment
is considering offering to the exporter, and the incentive ought to be distributed selectively. At the same time, emphasis should be given to new products and to new markets like the United States. Nevertheless, it is also
necessary that these new incentives not fall athwart the new rules in the
most recent GATT negotiations. As you may see, on account of its com'"
mitment to GATT, the government is not in a position of providing every
subsidy the exporter might want.
Now with your permission 1 would like to briefly takeıup glass exports
to the Uhited States, which have been growing, and offer you a numbe.r·
of examples from this industry. We consider ourselves strong in this sector (plate glass) and we would like to see it competing in US markets. Now
if we assume that our biggest competitors in the United States in 3 and
4 millimeter plate glass are West Germany and Belgium, we may represent competitive strengths in this business as follows:
Courtry
Factor
Packaging
Required Payment Terms
Price
Delivery Time
Shipment
Ouality

Turkey

W. Germany
(Belgium)

-/ +
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

-----

When we make an evaluation on the basis of these marketing factors,
it becomes possible to say that with the exception of packaging and requied payment terms (credit terms), Turkish exporters do possess definite.competitive strength. Nevertheless at this point l'd like to place a footnote. At
the moment, Turkey possesses Most Favored Nation Status (MFN) or the
US market. Right now, this is an advantage for our exporters, but it should
not be forgotten that the possibility exists that this advantage may disappear in the new GATT negotiations. İn the matter of wooden crating on
the other hand, there are major problems. The reason is that the foreign
exchange allotment incentives which used to be given for wooden crates
were abolished in 1986. The bidding method is stili valid in the case of
wooden crating, and for this reason, its costs have become quite high. For
example, in the case of 3 millimeter glass, its crated ex factory price is
$1.30 a square meter. Of this amount however, $0.70 is for the wooden
crating (a totally enclosing wooden box) while $0.60 is for the glass! This
of course is an indication of how high packaging costs are in our country,
and for that reason one migt suppose that we were selling wood rather
than glass. Now if we add to this, $0.72 a square meter for freight, the price
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at the Port of New York (not including insurance) becomes $2.02 a square
meter. Under these conditions, subsidies are as much required tor shipping
as they are tor packaging.
·
in my opinion, firms which intend to sell goods to the United States
need to be sufficiently informed on the matter of "distribution channels".
lf there are any holes in the arrangement made with the importer and under the circumstances this results in the US firm's selling the goods it purchased from you at a price below the national market price, then upon the
complaint of local manufacturers, the US government can impose restrictions on the goods obtained from Turkey, For this reason, one needs to
show care not to sell goods to US markets whose prices are too far below
national levels. From this explanation we may understand that it is necessary to know - even if it is a major and well-known outfit - who (which dealers) and at what price an importer from the United States who applies to
Turkey to buy goods is going to sell the goods he obtains from Turkey to.
For this reason in order to be able to enter the US market, our firms must
be aware of the highest or lowest prices allowed by the government in the
country (in addition to matters of quality, standards, and technicaı features) and they must act accordingly. The US market is a difficult one, and
even an unforgiving one. Even if one supposes that entering this market
is relatively easy, it should not be forgotten that remaining there is very hard.

What is the ''US Generalized System of
Preferences' '?
Now in the time alloted to me 1would like to discuss the "US Generalized System of Preferences", and with your permission 1shall refer to this
as "GSP".
The GSP was developed for the purpose of accelerating the industrialization of countries like Turkey and of aiding them in their exportation.
in covers 3000 items which may be exported duty-free to the United States and it applies to 140 countries, of which Turkey is ene. This program,
which enables preferential entry into the US market, does require that the
products comply with specifications indicated in the lists. in addition, they
must be imported into the United States under certain conditions which
1have indicated below, failing which, they would not be allowed the Customs duty exemption.
a) Direct importation must be made of ene of the items specifled on
the list from one of the countries covered by the GSP.
b) The goods must have been produced in the country from which they
are shipped directily to the united States. (This is a Certificate of Origin
requirement.)
The most positive aspect to exports effected under the GSP is that
in addition to their duty-free status, they are not in any way subject to quota restrictions. However under no circumstances are should the imports
made to the United States from the country in guestion exceed 50% of
its total imports of that product. lf that happens, one loses one's ability to
J
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benefit from the GSP.
An examination of the whole GSP program is a subject tor research
and seminars all by itself. Not~ithetanding this fact however, we might point out briefly that some of the products which are excluded from the GSP
system are textiles, ready-to-wears, watches, various types of shoes, iron
and steel, and glassware. it is untortunate that Turkey is one of the nations which derives very little benefit from the GSP, ranking 26th as it does.
in 1985, the value of exports from our country made through the GSP to
the United States was only $39 million or so. Since the US's GSP imports
were a total of $13.8 billion, Turkey's share was well below 1% of that,
and the share of the GSP in Turkey's total exports to the US in 1985 is
only 6% or so. lf we could become well acquainted with the GSP system
and meet the demand coming from the United States, it would be quite
possible tor us to increase our exports this way.

CONCLUSION
in order to export, Tukey has a need for an adequate infrastructure
anda strong industry. The basic problem is to be able to increase present
capacity and respond to incoming demand. The foundation of an exportoriented industry however is international marketing. Our country ıs not
able to make sufficient use of the potential whicfı it has today. For example, consideration should be given to the private sector exportation of Eti- ·
bank's stocks of such minerals as borax, pearlite, chromium, ete. Of which
Turkey is a major producer. However if were to go that route, then we would have to determine "minimum export price_
s ". it is not easy for the State to export, and for that reason a major pot~ntial is not being exploited.
Similarly thought should be given to having Sümerbank operated on an
export-oriented basis and the Merinos Factory should be producing woolen cloth tor export at full capacity. in this way it would become possible
to achieve rapid and standard production and meet demand from abroad.
Another way of meeting demand from abroad is export-oriented investment
or importation.
in our opinion, in the new round of GATT negoliations, Turkey will be
luckier than the newly industrialized nations. The reason is that in addition
to carrying a heavy purden of foreign debt, it also has a rather large foreign trade deficit. For this reason, it is in a position where it may point to
these handicaps and thus secure a number of concessions in the new GAn
negotiations. To this, we need to identafy our goals very well and determine a new foreign trade policy, and decide which codes we are going to
subecribe to between now and the 1990's. For this purpose, an Export Council should be set up. The future of Turkey's exports and of its international marketing depends upon this.
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Appendix 1
Market Selection Franework
Market

Market
Size

Competitive
Advantage

Market
Potential

Terms of
Market
Access

Export
Potential

--- . ······· - -·········---···- -·-··-··--------·- --·------· --··---- ------·--·------ --·---------·-···- .. -- -----A
100 x
O
O
100
8
cO x
.1O =
5
. O
20 x
. .20 =
4
.90

c

-·--- --

..

···--····-·---

O

3O
3.

Source: Warren J. Keegan, "Multinational Marketing Management",
p.508.
NOTES:
1. Countries from which the imports are subject to quotas have in general eliminated the effects of the quota by offering goods to the US market which are expensive but are stili competitive, and thus they tıave increased the value of their exports. Another practice is to make various changes in the product and thus remove it from the scope of the quota. This
is given the name, "Quota Mode".
2. Supposing that CiF price of a product is US $100, the exporter reduces the price $10, and if the $90 sales price ofa product is the CiF price, then if exportation is made to a country on which the ad valoram tax
is imposed, in cases where the ad valorem tax is 20% and the CiF price
is $100, one paysa duty of $20. When the CiF price is $90 on the other
hand, the duty paid is $18. Thus the exporter's savings per ton is $12. Markets protected by means of ad valorem duty schedules are easier to enter
than those protected by means of specific duties, the reason being that
there do exist advantages in entering such markets by cutting your priGes.
Nevertheless when you cut prices you mustn't end up with the anti-dumping
rules being applied, for in that case, it may happen that the importing country will impose restrictions.
3. As is known, paymant of a subsidy is provided for in the case of
short-haul martitime freight. This incentive went into effect pursuant to a
Central Bank circuler on 15 September 1986.
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